Department of Energy
Carlsbad Field Office
P. 0. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221

March 26, 2001

Mr. Steve Zappe, WIPP Project Leader
Hazardous Waste Bureau
New Mexico Environment Department
2044-A Galisteo
Santa Fe, NM 87504

RE:

Notice of Modification Sent To The Facility Mailing List

The purpose of this letter is to submit copies of the following fact sheet that was recently sent to
the addressees on the WIPP Facility Mailing List.
•

DOE Proposes Modification to Hazardous Waste Facility Permit,
Alternative Method for Quality Control of Radiography.

The Class 2 Fact Sheet was sent to the Facility Mailing List on January 31, 2001.

In addition, we have included documentation relative to placement of notices in local newspapers
for this Class 2 Permit Modification. This documentation is in the form of an email from Mr.
Bobby St. John dated January 31, 2001. Finally, we have attached 1 copy of the certified mail
receipt for the mail out and 1 cancelled letter for the same mail out.
I

ou have any questions regarding this notice, please contact me at (505) 234-7462.

RCRA Compliance Manager
HLP/sjj
Enclosure
cc: w/ enclosures
J. Bearzi
J. Kieling

CBFO:ORC:HLP:SJJ :01-0752:UFC:5486
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Waste Isolation

January 31, 2001

Pilot Plant

DOE Proposes Modification to
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
Alternative Method for
Quality Control of Radiography

Background

The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) has proposed a modification to its
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
(WIPP) in support of the DOE cleanup effort.
As part of a Class 2 modification request, DOE proposes to use digital
radiography and computed tomography as an alternative means to
confirm radiography results. These proposed changes, which DOE
submitted to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) on
January 24, 2001, will protect worker safety, public health, and the
environment. NMED issued the original permit in October 1999.
DOE's main priority at WIPP is to safely dispose of transuranic waste
from United States defense activities in a safe, environmentally sound
and cost-effective manner, which will expedite cleanup of DOE facilities.
Visual examination (VE) is the current method by which the results of
radiography are confirmed. VE requires workers to open a peffcentage of
drums to confirm the physical form of the waste and to verify that there
are no prohibited items within the container.

Whafis
Proposed?

Recent improvements in technology make it possible to confirm container
contents without opening them. DOE proposes to use high-resolution
digital radiography and computed tomography (DR/CT) in place of VE.
Using DR/CT will eliminate the potential for radiation exposure to workers,
to the environment, and will minimize the generation of additional TRU
mixed waste.

Digital Radiography/Computed Tomography
Technological advances in radiographic equipment for waste evaluation
have increased the capability to accurately identify the physical form of the
waste and to confirm the absence of prohibited items without intrusive
inspection. Advances such as high energy X-ray sources, highly sensitive
detectors, digital radiography, and computed tomography will allow
technicians to easily identify items in high-density waste, opaque
containers, pipe overpacks and lead-lined drums. The entire container
can be viewed in three dimensions, and the container can be scanned in
slices to allow more in-depth analysis of particular portions of the waste
that are of interest.
What are the
Benefits?

The advantages of using digital radiography and computed tomography
are far-reaching as DOE continues to characterize and confirm TRU mixed
waste destined for disposal at WIPP.
•

The number of containers that are opened is minimized

•

The approach implements joint guidance from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission that
was intended to reduce workers exposure to radiation

•

This approach minimizes the amount of TRU mixed waste generated
during waste characterization

•

The modification reduces potential exposure to workers

•

The change is consistent with National Academy of Sciences
recommendations

•

The modification maintains compliance with all of the quality assurance
objectives in the permit, while reducing worker exposure

...

.

.•

-•

Comments

Comments may be sent to Mr. Steve Zappe, New Mexico Environment
Department, 2044A Galisteo Street, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505. They
may also be e-mailed:

or

Faxed to 505-827-1544. Only written comments will be accepted. A copy
of the permit modification may be viewed or copied at the NMED offices of
Mr. Steve Zappe.

For more
Information

For more information about transuranic waste shipments and procedures,
or to be placed on the WIPP mailing list, call the WIPP Information Center
at 1-800-336-WIPP (9477). You also may visit the WIPP Home Page at
•·. The permit modification may also be
viewed at the WIPP Information Center or via the WIPP Home Page.
If you prefer, write to:

WIPP Information Center
Carlsbad Field Office
U.S. Department of Energy
P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad, NM 88221

IWICUIQ '-IVIILQ\,L.:,.

: U.S. Department of Energy
.-Carlsbad Field Office
Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
P.O. Box 3090
Carlsbad, New Mexico 88221

Dennis Hurtt
U.S. Department of Energy
Carlsbad Field Office

(505) 234-7327
Robert St. John
Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division

DOENews

(505} 234-7348
(800} 493-9768
http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us

For Immediate Release

DOE to Hold Public Information Meetings
On Proposed Permit Modification
CARLSBAD, N.M., January 31, 2001 - The public is invited to comment on a
proposed modification to the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation
Pilot Plant (WIPP). Submittal of the proposed modification to the New Mexico
Environment Department (NMED) by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) begins a
formal review process that includes a 60-day public comment period and a public
information meeting.
In its request, DOE proposes alternative methods of quality control for radiography,
which is currently done through visual examination. The proposed alternative is Digital
Radiography/Computed Tomography. The modification would allow DOE to take
advantage of new technology that enables analysis of the contents of waste drums
without having to open them. This would significantly lower the risk.to workers, public
health and the environment.
Currently, drums are randomly selected for visual examination. Digital
Radiography/Computed Tomography is similar to a CAT scan used to aid doctors in
diagnosing human ailments. The proposed modification is intended for application
across the entire DOE Complex.
The proposed modification conforms to industry standards for handling hazardous
materials and protects the safety of the facility, its employees and the public.

-More-

-2A public information meeting is scheduled for March 6, 2001, in Carlsbad. The
meeting will consist of one session at the Skeen-Whitlock Building, 4021 National Parks
Highway, from 6-8 p.m. Individuals attending the public information meeting will be
provided envelopes addressed to NMED for use in submitting written comments. Written
comments will be accepted by NMED through April 2, 2001.
All written comments should be sent to Mr. Steve Zappe, New Mexico Environment
Department, 2044A Galisteo Street, Santa Fe, NM 87505. Mr. Zappe is also accepting
comments by e-mail at steve_zappe@nmenv.state.nm.us, or he can be reached by
telephone at (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013.
The public can obtain more information on the proposed permit modification by
logging onto the WIPP Home Page, http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us, and from the WIPP
Information Center, 4021 National Parks Highway or phone 1-800-336-WIPP (9477).
Additionally, information on WIPP's compliance with the permit can be obtained from
NMED.
WIPP, a cornerstone of the DOE's cleanup effort, is designed to permanently
dispose of defense-generated transuranic radioactive waste left from the research and
production of nuclear weapons.
Located in southeastern New Mexico, 26 miles east of Carlsbad, project facilities
include disposal rooms excavated in an ancient, stable salt formation 2,150 feet (almost
one-half mile) underground. Waste disposal operations began at WIPP March 26, 1999.
Transuranic waste consi$ts of clothing, tools, rags, debris, residues, and other
disposable items contaminated with radioactive elements, mostly plutonium.
-30-
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Public Information Meeting
On Proposed Class 2 Modification
To the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
March 6, 2001
6-8 p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen-Whitlock Building
4021 National Parks Highway
Carlsbad, New Mexico
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is hosting a public meeting to:
1. Provide information to the public concerning a proposed Class 2 modification to the Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.
2. Explain the process for submitting comments.
3. Provide a forum for an exchange of views among the public, the facility's owner (U.S. Department of
Energy), the management and operating contractor (Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division), and the
regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is used as a quality control
check of radiography. Currently, visual examination is the method by which the results of radiography
are verified. It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the
contents resulting in increased potential for exposure. The changes proposed to the permit will allow
alternative methods of examination. The alternative method proposed involves using Digital
Radiography/Computed Tomography. This technology allows verification of waste contents without
having to physically open drums, thus protecting workers, public health, and the environment, while still
complying with all of the permit requirements.

.-

To obtain information about the Class 2 Permit
Modification, contact Bobby St. John at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-336-94TT. The permit
modification is also available on the WIPP
homepage http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us and at
the WIPP Information Center, Skeen-Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
The permittee's compliance history during the life
of the permit being modified is available from the
Agency contact person.

Send written comments to:
Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: steve zappe@nmenv.state.nm.us
Display ad posted on:
January 31, 2001
Comment period ends:
April 2, 2001

Public Information Meetings
(Additional meeting planned for Santa Fe)
On Requested Class 2 Modifications
To the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
March 6, 2001
6-8 p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen-Whitlock Building
4021 National Parks Highway
Carlsbad, New Mexico
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is hosting public meetings to:
1 . Provide information to the public concerning requested Class 2 modifications to the
Hazardous Waste Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

2. Explain the process for submitting comments.
3. Provide a forum for an exchange of views among the public, the facility's owner
(U.S. Department of Energy), the management and operating contractor (Westinghouse
TRU Solutions LLC), and the regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is used as a quality
control check of radiography. Currently, visual examination is the method by which the results
of radiography are verified. It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and
visually inspect the contents resulting in increased potential for exposure. The changes
proposed to the permit will allow alternative methods of examination. The alternative method
proposed involves using Digital Radiography/Computed Tomography. This technology allows
verification of waste contents without having to physically open drums, thus protecting workers,
public health, and the environment, while still complying with all of the permit requirements.

Send written comments to:

To obtain information about the Class 2 Permit
Modifications, contact Bobby Sl John at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-336-9477. The permit
modifications are also available on the WIPP
homepage http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us and at
the WIPP Information Center, Skeen-Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.

Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Phone: 505-827-1560 Extension 1013
E-mail steve zappe@nmenv.state.nm.us
Comment period begins: January 31, 2001
Comment period ends:
April 2, 2001
The permittee's compliance history during the
life of the permit being modified is available from
the Agency contact person (Mr. Steve Zappe).

----· ---------.

-------
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Public Information Meeting
On Proposed Class 2 Modification
To the Hazardous Waste F~cility Permit
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
March 6, 2001

6-8 p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen-WhitlockBuilding.
4021 National Parks Highway
, Carlsbad, New Mexico . .
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is hosting a public meeting to:

1. Provide information to the ,public concemi119 a propo~ed Class 2 modification to the Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant

2: Explain the process for sJ.Jqmitting comments.
3. Provide a forum for an exchange of views amQng the public, the facility's owner (U.S. Department of
Energy), the management aQd operating contractor (Westingtiouse Waste Isolation Division), and the
regulatory agency (N_ew Mexico Environment Department).
In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is used as a quality control check
of radiography. Currently, visual e>Q3mination is the method by which the results of radiography are verified.
It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the contents resulting in
increased potential for exposure.,
·
~,:e1P~~ to the ~ID.1~_,_)!!11 allow alte_mative _methods of
ex
. D;c:,
... _
_
.
•· ~ tising pigitaf'mtliographyi'Computed Tomography.
.
. . .· f!QI •• ·... lirifi~tk>IH>f~$~~ .
Ji'tl~_~ysi~Q~~~s 'P'l'
-• ·---,,'Pi'oteclingworkers, pUblic Maltfr,'aM the envftbnln,
e stlil complying with all ofthe permit '
requirements.
·
To obtain information about the Class 2 Permit
Modification, contact Bobby St John at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-336-9477. The permit
modification is also available on tt)e WIPP
homepage http://www.wlpp.carlsbad.nm.us and at
1hf;l WIPP Information Center; Skeen-Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
The permittee's compliance history during the life of
the permit being modified is available from the
Agency contact person.

Send written comments to:
Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: steve zappe@nmenv.state.nm.us
January 31, 2001
Display ad posted on:
Comments period ends:
April 2, 2001

Public Information Meeting
On-Proposed Class 2 Modification ·
To the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
For the Waste lso.lation Pilot Plant
March 6, 2001
6-8 p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen.;Whitlock Building
4021 National Parks ~lghway
Carlsbad, New Mexico
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is nosting a public meeting to:
.

.

,

1. Pr,ovide information to the public .concerning a ·proposed Class 2 modification to the Hazardous Waste· ·
Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

·

2. Explain the process .for submitting c;:omments_.
3. Provide a forum for an exchange of views among the. -public, the facility's owner (U:S. Department of
Energy), the management.and operating contractor (Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division): and the
regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for t!le method that is used as a quality control check
of radiography. Currently, visual examination is the method by which the results of radiography are v~rified.
It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the contents resulting in '
increased potential for exposure. The changes proposed to the permit will· allow alternative methods of
examination. The alternative method
jnvolves using Digital Radiography/Computed Tomography.
This technology allows verification of waste contents without having lo physically open drums, thus
protecting w.orkers,,public health,-and the environment. while still complying with all of the permit
requirem,ents.

pr~

To obtain information about the Class 2 Permit
Modification, contact Bobby St. John at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-336-9477, The permit
modification· is also availab!e on the WIPP
homepage http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us and at
the WIPP Information Center, Skeen-Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad; New Mexico ..
The permittee's compliance history during the life of
the permit being modified is ava~able from the
Agency contact person.
.
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Send written comments to:
Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
· 2044A .Galisteo Street
Santa.Fe, New Mexico 87505.
Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: stave· z.appe@nmenv.state.nm.us
Display ad posted on:
January 31, 2001 ·
April 2, 2001
Comments period ends:

.,,:r.-.

Carlsbad Current-Argus
Wednesday, January 31, 2001
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Public 3nformation Meeting

Public Information Meeting
On Proposed Class 2 Modification
To the Hazardous Waste Facility Permn
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant
March 6, 2001

6-8p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen-Whitlock Building
4021 National Parks Highway
Carlsbad, New Mexico
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is hosting a public meeting to:

1. Provtde Wormation to the public concerning a proposed Class 2 modi1ication ic the Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit for the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant.

2. Explain the pn,cess for submitting comments.

Provide a forum for an exchange of view& among the public, the facility's owner (U.S. Department of
Energy), the management and operating contractor (Westinghouse Waste i:;o,ation Division), and the
regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
3.

In ila request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is used as a quality control c.,eck
cA radioglaphy. Clnenlly, YiM.181 examination is the method by which the results of radiography are verified.
It requirell workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the contents resulting in
increeaed potential for exposure. The changes proposed to the permit will allow altemative methods of
examination. The alternative method proposed involves using Digital Radiography/Computed Tomograpny.
This technolOgy allows verification of waste contents without having to physically open drums. thus
protecting workers, public health, and the environment, while still complying with alt of the permit

requirements.

To obtain information about the Class 2 Pennit
Modlfk:ation, contact Bobby SL John at the WIPP

l11foc111ation cer., 1-800-336-8477. The permit

modification ia also avalable on the WIPP
:·omepage http;f/www,wjpp.cartsbad,nm.us and at

t:,e WIPP Information Center, Skeen-Whitlock
BuDding, 4021 Nalicnal Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.

I

The pennittee's compliance history during the life of
Ille permit being modified is available from the
Agency c:ontact person.

I
·,vear.esaav. January 31. 2001

Send written comments to:
Mr. Steve Zappe
(
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: steve zapoe@nmenv.state.nm.us
Display ad posted on:
January 31, 2001
Comments period ends:
April 2, 2001

Hobbs News-Sun
Wednesday, January 31, 2001
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On, Propos~~~lass ?.. _
M.~dificat!9n .
T~ t~e Ha~a~~~s W~~!e. F.'afili~ Permit
For the Waste
: lso atioil .Pilot
~--1~ :•··-~{f~-Plant
~-- --~ .
..,.

The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsb~d Field Office is hbsting public meetings to:
1.
· Provide information to the public concerning a proposed Class 2 modification to the
·· Hi:izardous \IY~~f.e_faci!ity P,~rrnit for the Waste lsolatiop Pilot Plant.
·
2.
Explain the process for submitting comments.
"'"'. l
3.
Provide_a forum for an exchange of views among the public, the facilities owner (U.S.
·
Department of Energy),
management and operating ~,ntractor (Westinghouse Waste
.
. lsola~ion...Division), andJtie regulatory agency (New Mexi~Environment Department).
In its request, DOE propos~§' to modify requirements for Drum A~ Criteria (DAC). The current
permit does not addre_ss certain packaging configurations that are.anticipated to be typical of mixed
· TAU waste packages. T~ DAC determines how long a drum of \Yaste is required to sit idle prior to
headspace gas samplinS:being performed. This sample must be taken for waste to be accepted at
·
the WIP~ facility. The ctiariges proposed to the permit will allow fp_r different packaging
configurati<?n~ and will e!e.r11,1ine the amount of time they are ref ired to si~ before headspace gas
sampling can~ accJ;;pltshed.
·1L. : . ·.-::,-._,: ·
Send written comments to:

the

f

It:,,,· :

r-----•------------

t.J..::

..

To .obtain infonnatio{about the Class 2 Permit .
·
Mr. St~ve Zappe
·
Modification, coritaqf_ 1the ':"IPP i~!o~ati?n Center, _1 • - : , ;N.
_ Mexico Env1r'?nment Department
800·336•94TT. The permit modIf1catIon 1s also avail_· • _>
2044A Gahsteo ~treet
•
able on the WIPP tlomepage 1-·
' : .
· ·
S~nta Fe, New Mexico 87~05 ·
1
http://www.wipp,cartsbad.nm.us and at the WIPP · . · Pho~~- (505) 827 -1560, Extension 1013
E-mail. ste~e zappe@nmenv.s!ate.nm.us
lnfonnation Center, 'Skeen-Whitlock Building, 4021-~•
National Parks High~~~. Carlsbad, New Mexi<?Q,'~
Display ad posted on.
The pennittee's complia~ry~.the life of
January 31, 2001 ..
the permit being modified is avaiia61efrom the
·
Comment~ accepted until.
agency contact person.
· April 2, 2001
0

Tuesday, February 06, 2001
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In Hs i;equest, DOE proposes to modify "tsqµir@Jnents for the methodJhat l$)fsed as a quality control check

of ~iil~~Pll}".- ;yµr:re11t1y~,,vi~u.a1 ex~ir!JP~'~ !~it~ .melflt)<fby ;whk:fHl1& resorts- of, radie>g@phy are velifie<:I. ,
It requires workers to physicaily open a pert$nlage of drums and visuaily inspect tfle:wnterits resulting in
increased potential for exposure. Tl:le ch~nges -·roposed to the permit will .allow alternative methods of
examinatiqn ..Jh.e alternative metl]
'
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protectingworkers, pub
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Public Information Meeting_
On Proposed Class 2 Modification
To the Haza·rdous Waste Facility Permit
For the Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ·
. March 6, 2001
6-8 p.m.
WIPP Information Center
Skeen-Whitlock Building
4021 National Parks Highway
Carlsbad, New Mexico
The U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is_ hosting a public meeting to:
1. Provide infonnation to the public concerning a proposed Class 2 modification
Facility Permit for the Waste. Isolation Pilot Plant.

to the Hazardous Waste

2. Explain the process for submitting comments.
3. Provide a forum for an exchange of views among the public, the facility's owner (U..S. Department of
Energy), the management and operating contractor (Westinghouse Waste Isolation Division), and the
regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is used as a quality control check
of radiography. Currently, visual examination is the method by which the results of.radiography are verified.
It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the contents resulting in
increased potential for exposure. The changes proposed to the pennit will allow alternative methods of
examination. The alternative method proposed involves using Digital Radiography/Computed Tomography.
This technology allows verification of waste contents without having to physically open drums, thus
protecting workers, public health, and the environment, while still complying with all of the permit
requirements.

To obtain information about the aass 2 Per111it
· Modification, contact Bobby St. John at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-3~94n. The permit
modification is also available on the WIPP
homepage http://www.wipp.carlsbad.nm.us and at
the WIPP Information Center, Skeen-Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway,
Carlsbad, New Mexico.
The pennittee·s·co111pliance history during the life of
the pennit being modified is available from the
Agency contact person.

Send written comments to:
Mr. Steve Zappe
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: steve zappe@nmenv,state.nm.us
Display ad posted on:
January 31, 2001
Comments period ends:
March 31, 2001
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Public Information Meeting

~ublic ,1n·formation Meeting
On Proposed Class 2 M·o.dification ·
To the Hazardous Waste Facility Permit
th~ Waste Isolation Pilot Plant ..

for
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March 6, 2001

· 6~p.m~ WIPI> Information Center
Skeen~Whltlock Bi1ilding
4021 National. Parks Highway
·Carlsbad, New Mexico

.

Th-e U.S. Department of Energy Carlsbad Field Office is hosting a public meeting to:
r

! ; .

•

~

I

1:. Provide informatio~ to the.public cona,;mir:ig a proposed Class 2 modification to the Hazardous Waste
Facility Permit for th~ Waste Isolation Pilot Plant;
2. Explain the process for submitting· commen~. .
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3. provide· forum for .an ~xchange Qf views among the pub.lie, the facility's owner (U.S. Department of Energy), the m13nagement and operating contractor (Westinghouse Waste_ Isolation Division), and the
regulatory agency (New Mexico Environment Department).
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In its request, DOE proposes to modify requirements for the method that is i,sed as a quality control check
of radiography. Currentiy, visual examina~on }s the method by which the result'> of radiography are verified .
. It requires workers to physically open a percentage of drums and visually inspect the contents resulting in
increased potential for exposure. The changes proposed to the permit will allow alternative methods of
.examination. Ttie·altemative method groposed involves using Digital Radiography/Computed Tomography.
Thi.s technology allows verification of waste contents without having to physically open drums, thus
proJecting workers, public health, and the environment,, while still complying with all of the pemlit
requirements.
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To obtain information about the Class 2 Permit
Modification, contact Bobby St. JohA at the WIPP
Information Center, 1-800-336--94TT; The permit.
modification is also available on the WIPP
homepage http://www.wipp.car1sbad.nm.lis and at
the WIPP Information Center, Skeen~Whitlock
Building, 4021 National Parks Highway, .
Carlsbad, New Mexico.·
.
The permittee's compliance history during the lif_e of
the per,nit being.modified is available from the
·Agency contact person. ·

Thursday, February 01, 2001

Send written comments to:
• _ Mr. Steve Zappa
New Mexico Environment Department
2044A Galisteo Street /
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505' Phone: (505) 827-1560, Extension 1013
E-mail: steve zappe@nmenv.state.nm.us· ·
Display ad posted on:
January 31, 2001
April 2, 20~1
Comments period_ ends:

.
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St. John, Bobby
Wednesday, January 31, 2001 11 :20 AM
Streng, Dave; Kehrman, Bob
Balduini, Dan
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COMPLETE THIS SECTION ON DELIVERY
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Complete items 1, 2, and 3. Also complete
item 4 if Restricted Delivery is desired.
Pript your name and address on the reverse
so'that we can return the card to you.
Attach this card to the back of the mailpiece,
or on the front if space permits.
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2. Article Number (Copy from service label)

7000
PS Form
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3811, July 1999
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
CARLSBAD AREA OFFICE
P. 0. BOX 3090
CARLSBAD, NEW MEXICO 88221
OFFICIAL BUSINESS

Bob Kehrman
Waste Isolation Division
Westinghouse
P.O. Box 2078, GSA-109
Carlsbad, NM 88221-2078
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